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ON THE FIRST COHOMOLOGY GROUP OF DISCRETE
GROUPS WITH PROPERTY (T)
S. P. WANG1

Abstract.
Let G be a separable locally compact group with
property (T), i.e., the class of one dimensional trivial representations
is an isolated point in the dual space G of G. Let ir:C-»0„ be a
continuous representation of G into the orthogonal group. In this
note, we show that Hl(G, -»r)=0.

Let G be a separable locally compact group. Let G be the set of all
equivalence classes of separable irreducible unitary representations of G.
We give G the inner-hull-kernel topology. G is called the dual space of
G. Following [4], G is said to have property (T) if the equivalence class /
of the one dimensional trivial representation of G is an isolated point
in G. Let n:G->-On be a continuous representation of G into the group of
all « by « orthogonal matrices. Let us write C1iG, it) and B1(G, n) for
the groups of continuous 1-cocycles and 1-coboundaries respectively.
Let H1(G,7t)=C1(G,tt)IB1(G,-7t).
In this note, we are going to prove
that HX(G, tt)=0 if G is a separable locally compact group with property
(T). Applying to discrete subgroups of/»-adic groups or real Lie groups,
our result generalizes slightly some results in [4] and [3, Theorem 6.5].
Our argument still follows the spirit of [4]. Before we give the proof
of the main result, we shall first establish some lemmas needed later.
Lemma 1. Let H be a locally compact group and n : H^-On a representation. Let cp: //-»/?" be a 1-cocycle. If <p(H) is bounded in R", then q>is a
coboundary.
Proof.
Let K be the closure of ir(H) in On and K • R" the semidirect product of K and Rn where Rn is the normal subgroup and K acts
on Rn in the natural manner. Consider then the map/: H—»K■Rn defined
by h-—^r(h)rp(h) (h e H). Since <pis a 1-cocycle,/clearly
is a homomorphism. <p(H) is bounded by assumption. It yields that Cl(f(H)) is compact.
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By the conjugacy theorem, there is m in Rn such that m Cl(/(/f))'"_lc-^-

In particular, we have
mtr^çp^m-1

= 7r(/i)(mA9>(n)'""1) e K,

where mh=ir(h)~1miT(h) and he H. Hence mhcp(h)m~1=l and in additive
notation, we get <p(h)=m—mh, he H. Therefore cpis a coboundary.
Lemma 2. Lei G be a separable locally compact group with property
(T). Then there exist a positive number e and a compact subset KofG with
the following condition: If -n is a separable unitary representation of G on
a Hilbert space H(n) and x e H(tt) such that ||jc|| = 1 and \(gx, x)—l\<e

for all ge K, then tt^.1.
Proof.
Suppose the assertion to be false. Let K„ be an increasing
sequence of compact subsets of G such that \Jn Kn=G. Then there are
separable unitary representations of G, ttx, tt2, • ■• for which there exist
xneH(TTn)

with

||x„|| = l,

|(£JcB,xB)-l|<l/n

for g e Kn and

n^I

(«=1,2, •••)• Then consider the representation -n= 0,™!^. Due to
our construction, / is contained in the closure of {n}.2 However G has
property (T), by [4], [6], 7_7r which implies I^tr„ for some «. Obviously
this is a contradiction.
Lemma 3. Let G, s, Kbe described as in Lemma 2. Let it be a separable
unitary representation of G in the Hilbert space H(tt). If x e H(ti) with
||;c|| = l and\(gx,x)-l\<e2forgeK,then
\\gx-x\\<2s/efor
all g e G.

Proof.
Let us write H y for the set {y e H(rr):gy=y for all g in G)
and H2=HyL. Clearly H2 is invariant under G, and H(tt)=Hx®H2.
It is also easy to see that tt\h2^I- Let us write x=Xy+x2 with Xye Hy
and x2 e H2. Since gx=xx+gx2
¡(gx, x) -

and px|| = l,

1| = \(gx2, x2) — (x2, x2)\ < e2

for g e K.

Since tt\h £1 and by Lemma 2, we must have ||xr2||2<«. From this,

\\gx-x\\ A\gx2-x2\\ <2yJe, for all g eG.
Lemma 4.

Let G be a separable locally compact group with property

(T), Tr:G-+On a continuous

homomorphism

and <p:G^>-Rn a continuous

l-cocycle. Then <p(G)is bounded in Rn.
Proof.
Let cp:G^-Rn be a continuous l-cocycle. We define a.x:G->G - Rn (semidirect product) by g-+g(hcp(g)) (g e G). Clearly the maps
2 Let G be the set of all equivalence classes of separable unitary representations of G.
We give 6 the inner hull-kernel topology.
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a.x (0_^^1) are continuous homomorphisms and, as X-^-0, a¿-»-the inclusion map ia of G in G • Rn. Now consider the space L2(G\G • Rn)=
L2(Rn). Through right translations, G ■Rn acts unitarily on L2(G\G ■Rn).
Let B be a unit volume ball in Rn with center at 0, and xB the characteristic
function on B. Since B is invariant under On, gxB=xB for all g eG. Now
let £<£, and G, K be described as in Lemma 2. Since a.x->-iGas X-*0,

there is <5>0such that
\i*xig)xB,xB)-l\<e2,

g£K,

and O^X^ô. By Lemma 3, \\o:xig)xB-xB\\<2y/s for all geG and 0<|
X^ô. By an easy computation, a.x(g)xB=xBi, the characteristic function
on B1 where Bl is the translation of B by a vector —Xcp(gy'1. Note

- W-1=

-Mr'Xpfe»

has norm«Aç>(g)||.If
||Aç»(g)||^1, BnBl= 0,

hence ||aA(g)xB-xjB||=v/2>2%/£.

However

hxig)xB - xB\\ < 2je

for all g 6 G

and 0^A<<5. It follows that ||<5ç>(g)||<lfor all geG.
bounded in /?".

Hence tp(G) is

As a consequence of Lemmas 1 and 4, we now have our main result.
Theorem A. Let G be a separable locally compact group with property
(T) and n:G-+On a continuous representation. Then H*(G, tt)=0.

As an application of Theorem A, we have the following vanishing
cohomology theorem of certain discrete subgroups.
Theorem B. Let k be a nondiscrete locally compact field ofch(k)=0,
G an affine semisimple algebraic group defined over k and T a discrete

subgroup ofG(k). If the k-rank of each k-factor ofG^.2 and G(k)/T has a
finite Haar measure, then //1(r,
representation n of T.

Proof.

7r)=0/or

every finite dimensional unitary

By [4], T has property (T).

Theorem B generalizes slightly Theorem 6.5 in [3]. However our method
cannot be carried out in higher dimensional cohomology groups. In the
following, we present a weak rigidity theorem for discrete groups with
property (T).
Theorem C. Let T be a finitely generated discrete group with property
(T), G a compact Lie group, and cpk:Y-*G (O^A^l) a continuous curve
of homomorphisms. Then for each X, there is gxeG such that ç»A(y)=

gx<Poiy)gJ1forallyeT.
Proof.
Let « be a positive integer. From [7], we know that there are
only finitely many classes of irreducible unitary representations of T
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with dimension _«. Let Nx=kemel(cpx). Then the set of kernels {Nx:0^
X<1) is finite. Let us denote this finite set by {Mx, • ■• , M¡}. Let /,=
{X:NX=M¡}. We want to show that /, (/=1, •••,/) are closed subsets

of [0, 1]. Let us write t, for T/A/,, Clearly if Xe Cl(/f), NX^M¡. Hence
for each X e Cl(/¿), we set cpxfor the homomorphism of T/AL. induced by
<px.Let ^(i\, G) be the space of all representations of I\ in G. We
equip ¿fttTi, G) with the compact open topology. G acts continuously on

M(V,,G) by (g ° <p)(y)=g<p(y)g-\ ? e ^(t\, G), yeTi

and g eG.

By Theorem A and [8], G ° cpx, (X e Zf) are open subsets of ^(I\, G).
Since G is compact, G ° cpx, (a e It) are compact-open in (%(VUG).
On the other hand ^(i"1,, G) can be viewed as an Ä-algebraic variety.
It follows that &(Ti, G) has only finitely many arcwise connected components [9]. Hence
m

\J G o cpx= \J G ° cpXj
¡Ltl{

¿=1

for some finitely many elements Xx, • • • , Xm in Iit and consequently
\Jxei G ° cpx is compact-open in ÛÎ(Tit G). Therefore Cl(/!)=/i
(/=

1, • • • , /) and / has to be 1. Again by Theorem A and [8] G ° cp0is
compact-open in M(Vy,G). Since {<pA:0_/l_l} is connected, one
concludes readily that cpxeG <>cp0for all X. Therefore <pxeG ° tp0for all X.
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